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GLADL’S CODE CLUB
Three No-Tech Coding Acvies for Kids

Enjoy these three coding acvies for kids that can be done from home (with adult supervision). 
While they may not involve a computer and keyboard, they teach you the main concepts used in 

all of computer programming. Enjoy, and build something awesome!

2. Code-A-Scotch   Materials: Sidewalk chalk, paper, pencil

Prompt: Coding could be explained as "Making the computer do what you want it to 
do." The computer follows your commands without quesons. In this acvity one 
person is going to be a "computer" and the other the "coder." The coder will create 
instrucons, and the computer will follow the instrucons.

Instrucons:

1. D1. Draw a hopscotch paern on the ground with chalk, and number the boxes 1-10.
2. Using the paper and pencil the person who is the coder should draw an arrow. Then 
the person who is the computer hops one hop in the direcon of the arrow. Coder 
draws more arrows unl the computer makes it to number 10.
3. Switch places! The coder becomes the computer, and the computer becomes the 
coder. But this me the coder writes all the instrucons ahead of me and then the 
computer follows them all at once. Revise your instrucons unl the computer works.
4. (O4. (Oponal) Add other commands in the sequence for the computer to obey, such as 
clapping, or clucking like a chicken.

1. The Cup Stacking Challenge   Materials: Cups (lots of them!), paper, pencil

Prompt: Have you ever wondered how high you can stack a bunch of cups?  In this 
challenge, you are going make the coolest stack of cups you can imagine.

Instrucons:

1. Stack your cups in a creave design
2. Once stacked, think about how you created your design
3. 3. Write direcons for someone else to use to re-create your stack.
4. Try out your direcons to see how they work - make changes if something isn't right.
5. (Oponal) Ask someone else to try out your direcons. How did they work?

3. The Loopy Dance   Materials: Paper, pencil

Prompt: Computers are really good at doing the same thing over, and over, and over again. 
When a computer repeats an acon or series of acons it's called a loop. In this acvity, 
you're going to create a dance sequence... then loop it!

Instrucons: 

1. Think about 1. Think about your favorite dance moves (spin, jump, clap over the head, etc). On 
separate pieces of paper draw each of the dance moves.
2. Line up the pieces of paper with your moves. 
3. Turn on some music and do each move in the order you chose. When you get to the 
end, go right back to the beginning without missing a beat. That's looping! Keep going unl 
the song is done. 
4. (Oponal) For extra fun, find someone else and do the dance together.


